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FERNANDO is a 90 minute feature documentary.  
It was filmed in Montreal between 2005-2008.

We are looking for financing to complete post-
production and to facilitate marketing.

the proposal
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the premise

Fernando Dufour has invented something 
of immeasurable value to the world.
 The world doesn’t know it yet.
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Fernando’s great dream is that the world 
will recognize the value of his invention 
before he is dead and gone and his life’s 
work is tossed into a landfill.
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Colin Low has devoted his life to making 
documentary films.  He has completed his 
final film and is now retired.
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Colin’s great dream is to make another film.
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Fernando and Colin set forth on a journey 
together into the unknown, on a quest to 
make visible the invisible.
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the 2D Periodic Table

The 2D Periodic Table can be found in 
every chemistry lab and classroom in 
the world.  It is the first thing we are 
taught when we study chemistry.
 It is two dimensional.
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“When I first discovered the Periodic 
Table, I was awed to the ultimate heaven 
in thinking that this was knowledge so 
infinite it would unravel all the mysteries 
of nature – the blueprint of the universe 
itself.”

“The 2D Periodic Table is now 135 years 
old.  Science has made enormous 
advances.  I found that trying to 
understand modern concepts in 
chemistry using a 2D Periodic Table was 
like trying to fly over the Rockies in a car.  
You need a plane.  You need 3D.”

Fernando Dufour
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the 3D Periodic Table
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Fernando Dufour is conceivably the world’s 
leading authority on the three-dimensional 
Periodic Table.  He has invented many 
versions of his 3D Model.  Photographs of 
some have appeared in prestigious scientific 
journals and magazines such as Scientific 
American - though always seen in the context 
of an ‘intriguing but theoretical or futurist idea’ 
not as a recognized and accepted model.

The 2D Periodic Table gives you 
approximately 6 pieces of information per 
element.  Fernando Dufour’s 3D Periodic Table 
gives you approximately 42 pieces of 
information per element.
 3D makes a big difference.
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Eric Scerri, a highly respected American 
chemist and acknowledged scholar on the 
history of the Periodic Table has said of 
Fernando: “Fernando is either crazy, or way 
ahead of the rest of us; the more I ponder his 
work the more I suspect it is the latter.”
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Two men, each a pioneer in his own profession, 
set out to accomplish a seemingly straightforward 
task.  Fernando wants to get his 3D Periodic Table 
out in the world, seen, acknowledged.  Colin 
wants to help him.

the story
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But the straightforward task will become more 
like an expedition into a vast labyrinth, many 
winding corridors leading nowhere, and then 
somewhere.
 Mysterious.
 Full of adventure.
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Fernando and Colin are both relentlessly curious, 
fascinated by science, passionate about ideas and 
about translating ideas into the physical realm.  
They love to work with their hands, to build things.  
When they get going they are like two small 
children building a tree fort in the back yard.  
Totally absorbed.  Totally given to their creation.  
Maybe this is the secret of their irrepressible vitality.
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As they begin to work together Colin encourages 
Fernando to take his invention further, to develop 
it, push it into the domain of computer 
technology and state-of-the-art special effects.
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Fernando resists.  He wants his 3D Periodic 
Table to be something that will cost only a 
few dollars, something simple, pragmatic 
and useful that can be stuffed in an 
envelope and shipped anywhere in the 
world.
 Something that anyone can build and use.
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Both men cling to their respective positions, 
a tug-of-war, almost unaware as their 
respective positions are slowly transformed.
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Colin abandons the high-tech and computers 
and returns to a world in which he is far more 
comfortable, the world of drawing, of models.
 Fernando’s world. 
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And in Fernando’s world the ‘artistic 
vision’ has to legitimately reflect the 
‘hard science’.
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Working with engineer John Pley, 
Colin constructs visual effects that 
can be filmed.
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Observing Colin’s attempts to make 
visible the invisible Fernando discovers 
he can improve his 3D Periodic Table 
in ways never before imagined.
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And for Colin, the more complex his 
special-effects become the more he 
begins to recognize and appreciate the 
elegant symmetry, relevance and power 
of Fernando’s simple cardboard model.
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The two men find themselves exploring the 
frontiers of the scientific metaphor, journeying 
out to that amorphous borderline beyond which 
all is chaos, where the metaphor devolves into a 
false map, irrelevant, misleading.
 There is a slow dawning as they come to 
recognize the territory, the solid ground, that 
represents authentic scientific discovery -- 
where theories are made real not by 
hypothetical metaphors and complex 
mathematical formulae, but by physical models 
that can be touched and ‘felt’ and tested in a 
three dimensional world.
 A territory wherein our heroes can make 
visible the invisible.
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Our film is also a nominal history of the 
Periodic Table.  Through our heroes’ 
voracious curiosity we are introduced to 
intriguing anecdotes from the lives of some 
of the principal contributors to modern 
chemistry -- Lavoisier, Mendeleyev, 
Crookes.  Along with stills or archival 
footage we use cinematic devices to 
illustrate these stories: e.g., Fernando 
makes a model of the famous Diamond 
Chariot:
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Antoine Lavoisier, famous for naming the 
element ‘oxygen’, built a 30 foot ‘Diamond 
Chariot’ in revolutionary France (1774) to prove 
a point.  Lavoisier wagered the diamond 
merchants of Paris that he could melt a 
diamond.  They were so convinced that the 
‘diamond was eternal’ they gave him one for his 
experiment...
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Using two convex lenses made of watch glass 
(one nine feet across) and filled with white 
wine, he was able to generate heat only a few 
degrees shy of the temperature of the surface 
of the sun.  The diamond disintegrated.
 Vanished.
 Lavoisier weighed the oxygen used to help 
raise the temperature and discovered there 
was no apparent loss.  He deduced correctly 
that the diamond had combined with the 
oxygen to become carbon dioxide, which was 
invisible.
 “A diamond is nothing but vile carbon,” was 
his comment.
 He won his bet.  And lost his head to the 
guillotine (he was also a tax collector).
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FERNANDO is a film about two unusually 
creative men, a remarkable invention -- the 
3D Periodic Table -- and the essential 
relevance of keeping one foot in the real 
world when voyaging into the unknown, 
when attempting to make visible the 
invisible.
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scientific metaphor

It could be said that any scientific discovery 
must be translated to metaphor: to descriptive 
language or symbols or mathematic formulae; 
otherwise it cannot be communicated.  But to 
be useful these metaphors have to reflect a 
physical reality that can be observed, and 
ultimately manipulated (if only to prove the 
phenomena does actually exist beyond the 
metaphor itself).
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Certain segments of the scientific community have 
developed a tendency to become sidetracked, 
enamored of the metaphor - especially true in the 
field of mathematics - where elaborate theories 
(‘string theory?’) are constructed in the ether of 
pure invention, entirely devoid of any connect 
with a physical reality.
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In our film Colin would represent a leaning toward 
the more abstract boundaries of theoretical science...  
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Ironically, Fernando the pioneer, with his 
revolutionary 3D Periodic Table, represents a 
more conservative, empirical, science.
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The film does not side with either school but, like 
our heroes themselves, searches instead for that 
territory where things happen, where something 
useful and relevant is created.
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© SILVER WOLF PRODUCTIONS INC.

contact:

Ben Ged Low

604-886-0833
514-481-7116

silverwolf@dccnet.com
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